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Abstract 

We have previously shown that activated carbon fiber cloth (ACC) either uncoated or coated 

with carbonated calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDA), namely ACC and ACC/CDA, were 

biocompatible in vitro with human osteoblasts. Here we hypothesized that ACC and ACC/CDA 

could be used as tissue patches in vivo to accelerate wounded bone healing. In a model of rat 

femoral defect, we have compared spontaneous cortical bone regeneration with regeneration in 

the presence of ACC and ACC/CDA patches. At day 7, 14 and 21, bone formation was 

evaluated using micro computed tomography (µCT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 

histological analysis. Our results demonstrate first that these ACC tissues are highly 

biocompatible in vivo, and second that ACC/CDA patches apposition results in the acceleration 

of bone reconstruction due to a guiding action of the ACC fibers and an osteogenic effect of the 

CDA phase. We guess that this approach may represent a valuable strategy to accelerate bone 

regeneration in human. 

Key words: Bone healing, Patches, Guided bone regeneration, Activated carbon fiber cloth, 

Biomimetic carbonated calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite. 
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1. Introduction 

Activated carbon fiber cloth (ACC) are obtained by weaving, carbonization and activation of 

organic polymers. The nature of the polymer precursor and the carbonization parameters lead 

to a high variety of carbon fibers (CFs) and thus of ACC [1–3]. ACC materials have a high 

specific surface area and a high micro porosity [4,5], which properties allow to use them as 

absorbent in the gaseous or in the liquid phase for various applications such as adsorption and 

water purification [6–8].  

In the late 1970s and 1980s CFs and more specifically ACC were proposed as biomaterials in 

the field of bone regeneration [9–11]. In 1978, Adams et al. described the biocompatibility of 

a carbon/carbon composite composed of carbon fiber-reinforced carbon. After 14 weeks of 

implantation into holes drilled transversely through rat femora, histological analysis revealed 

no inflammatory reaction [9]. In 1982, Minns et al. showed in rabbit that CFs patches made of 

filaments containing 2000 fibers of 9 µm diameter could promote the healing of osteochondral 

defects in osteoarthritic knees [10]. In 1989, the same authors, suggested that the use of CFs 

patches could be attractive in the long term by decreasing friction and subsequent degeneration 

and wear commonly seen in fibrillated, disrupted articular cartilage [11]. In 2000, Carranza-

Bencano et al. also used CFs to fill 5-mm drilled osteochondral defects in rabbit patella. In this 

long term study the authors observed that fibrous tissue evolved into fibrocartilage after 9 

months and into hyaline cartilage in after 1 year. They concluded that, in rabbits, CFs could be 

used to repair articular cartilage defects of the patella [12]. 

Since the 2000s, CFs are also used to improve the mechanical properties of calcium phosphates 

(CaPs) [13–17] such as hydroxyapatite (HA) whose application as load-bearing implant 

material is limited due to brittleness [18–21]. 

Our previous studies demonstrated the possibility to coat different CaP phases on ACC surface 

by sono-electrodeposition with a total control of process [22,23]. We selected a combination of 
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biocompatible ACC and biomimetic coating of carbonated calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite 

(CDA) whose biocompatibility was validated with human primary osteoblasts [24].  

In the present work we hypothesized that patches of ACC, uncoated or coated with CDA, could 

have a beneficial effect on cortical bone regeneration by simple apposition at the surface of a 

bone defect. To test this hypothesis, ACC and ACC/CDA patches were prepared and placed at 

the surface of cortical defects drilled in rat femurs. Biocompatibility and bone healing were 

evaluated after 7, 14 and 21 days comparatively to spontaneous regeneration. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. ACC and ACC/CDA materials 

Activated carbon fiber cloth (ACC), referred as FM50K, was prepared from a viscose precursor 

supplied by the Zorflex® company. Prior to coating, ACC was washed for 12 h in boiling 

distilled water using a Soxhlet® extractor, and dried at 70 °C under vacuum. Carbonated 

calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite (CDA) coating was carried out using a sono-electrodeposition 

process at cathodic polarization (–1 V/Hg/Hg2SO4) and 70 °C for 6 h. The ACC characteristics 

(architecture, morphology, microtexture, structure, multi-scale porosity, elemental composition 

and surface chemistry), as well as the coating ones (thickness, morphology, crystallographic 

structure, chemical composition of the CaP phase) are detailed in our previous studies [22–24]. 

Patches of ACC and ACC/CDA were cut and adjusted to bone defect size (10x4 mm) and 

sterilized by dry heat at 180 °C for 2 h. 

2.2. In vivo assessment 

2.2.1. Study design 

All animal procedures obtained the approval of the local animal health care committee 

(Authorization APAFIS#19215-2019021512224201). A bilateral femoral defect was created on 

36 male Lewis rats weighing 288 ± 22 g (Janvier Labs, Le Genest‐ Saint‐ Isle, France). The 

experimental design of this study is described in the Fig.  1. The 72 femurs were randomized 
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into three groups (Table 1) corresponding to ACC, ACC/CDA and control (without patch), and 

in four time points namely day 7, 14 and 21. 

Table 1: Repartition of the femurs into the three groups ACC, ACC/CDA and control at the 

four timepoints. The first number indicates the number of femurs available for complete 

evaluation and the second corresponds to the total number of operated femurs. 

Time points 

(day) 

Femurs 

d7 d14 d21 

Control 8 / 8 7 / 8 8 / 8 

ACC 7 / 8 7 / 8 8 / 8 

ACC/CDA 8 / 8 7 / 8 8 / 8 

 

 

 

Fig.  1 Experimental design of the study performed in rat femur. (A) Schematic representation 

of the femoral defect (left) covered with an ACC or ACC/CDA patch (right); (B) SEM images 

and schematic representation of the different components of ACC and ACC/CDA materials; 

(C) Representative picture of a femoral defect (white circle, control group); (D) Radiographic 

view of a bilateral femoral defect immediately after surgery (white arrows); (E) Picture of a 

patch covering the bone defect (white arrow) in the ACC and ACC/CDA groups. 
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2.2.2. Anesthesia 

Anesthesia induction was done by inhalation of 5 % isoflurane and maintained by intramuscular 

injection of 30 mg/kg ketamine (Virbac, Carros, France) and 7.6 mg/kg xylasine (Dechra, 

Montigny-le-Bretonneux, France) completed by a subcutaneous injection of 0.1 mg/kg robinul-

V (Vetoquinol, Magny-vernois, France) and by intraperitoneal injection of 0.036 mg/kg 

buprenorphine (Bubrecare®, Axience, Pantin, France). 

2.2.3. Surgical procedure 

The operation procedure was performed in strict aseptic conditions. The rats were positioned in 

lateral decubitus and maintained under a mixture of oxygen (2 L/min) and air (5 L/min). A 

bilateral cylindrical cavity was created in the distal femoral metaphysis as follows (Fig.  1A, 

1C and 1D). First the two limbs were shaved, the skin was disinfected with iodine solution and 

the animal was sterile draped. After lateral skin incision, the distal part of the femur was 

exposed. A cylindrical defect of 2.7 mm diameter and 4-5 mm depth including the periosteum 

was created using a motor-driven drill (Advetis Medical, Montreuil, France) and successive 

burs of 1.1, 1.5, and 2.7 mm diameter. During drilling, the site was irrigated using sterile saline. 

Bone reaming debris were removed by saline irrigation. The defect was then covered with an 

ACC or ACC/CDA patch (Fig.  1E, white arrow), excepted in the control group where it was 

left uncovered (Fig.  1C white circle). Surrounding structures were then guided back into their 

natural anatomic positions until muscles and skin were closed by sutures.  

2.2.4. Postoperative care 

Postoperative pain and walking was assessed every day during the first week and then three 

times a week. Buprenorphine (Buprecare®) was administered orally during 6 postoperative 

days (135 µL/100 mL the first 3 days and 70 µL/100 mL the 3 following days); Meloxicam 

(Metacam®, Boehringer Ingelheim, Paris, France) was administered orally during 2 
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postoperative days (135 µL/100 mL) and an antibiotic (Baytril®, Bayer, La Garenne-Colombe, 

France) was administered orally during the 5 postoperative days (200 µL/100 mL starting at 

day 2). The animals were kept in individual cages during the first postoperative week. Any 

abnormality such as swelling or persistent lameness was noted in the medical record. After one 

week the rats were grouped (3 rats/cage). 

2.3. Analysis 

2.3.1. Radiological follow-up 

Radiographic views of the femur defects were performed immediately after surgery and at the 

end of the experiment using a Faxitron x-ray machine (Edimex, Le Plessis Grammoire, France). 

2.3.2. Micro computed tomography (µCT) 

At each time point (7, 14 and 21 days) the rats were sacrificed with carbon dioxide, the femurs 

were dissected and fixed in 10 % buffered formalin. Micro computed tomography (µCT) 

imaging of whole femur was performed using a high-resolution µCT scanner (Skyscan 1173, 

Synergie4, Evry, France) at a voltage of 90 kV, current of 88 mA, isotropic pixel size of 12.1 

µm, exposure time 250 ms and 1 mm-thick aluminum filter for beam hardening reduction. 

Three-dimensional reconstructions of the defect zones were obtained using N-Recon software 

and the CTAn software (Bruker) was used to define the region of interest with a specific 

orientation. The 3D image analysis was performed using the Matlab software (R2017b) with 

the Image Processing Toolbox. 

2.3.3. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed on 7- and 21-days-old rats (control and ACC/CDA 

groups, total = 8) using a very high field MRI scanner operating at 17.6 T (Bruker magnet and 

Bruker Avance III HD console, Karlsruhe, Germany). The scanner is equipped with a three-

axis micro-imaging system (Bruker Micro 2.5, Karlsruhe, Germany) allowing a magnetic field 
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gradient strength up to 1.5 T/m, and a 10 mm 1H/31P birdcage resonator (Bruker MicWB40). 

Bone blocks of 5 mm including the holes were plunged into a (hydrogen-free) fluorinated oil 

(Halocarbon oil 700, Sigma Aldrich, France) to minimize magnetic susceptibility and to prevent 

the sample from drying. 1H three-dimensional images were obtained using the Zero echo Time 

(ZTE) sequence [25] which allows imaging both the soft tissues and the mineral part of the 

bone. The 3D images were acquired with a field of view of 101010 mm3
, an isotropic voxel 

size of (50 µm)3 in c.a. 24h, and processed with the Paravision 6 software (Bruker, Karlsruhe, 

Germany). 

2.3.4. Histological studies 

For histological analyses, all the femurs were partially decalcified in 10 % (w/v) 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid solution for 8 weeks. Bone blocks of 5 mm including the holes 

and the patches were then cut at the distal femoral metaphysis and embedded in paraffin. For 

each block 2 sections of 10 µm were made every 100 µm from its beginning to its end. These 

sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and the slides were scanned using the 

Vectra Polaris automated quantitative pathology imaging system (PerkinElmer, Villebon-sur-

Yvette, France). Analysis and pictures were carried out using the Phenochart software. 

2.3.5. Statistical analyses 

Micro computed tomography data were statistically analyzed using the Student test and 

differences were considered statistically significant at *p < 0.05 or **p < 0.01. For each group 

n=7 or n=8 at 7, 14 and 21 days.  

3. Results 

3.1. Animal follow up 

All the animals but two recovered uneventfully from the anesthetic and immediately led normal 

active lives with the operated limbs functioning normally. A total of 68 out of 72 operated 
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femurs were analyzed (Table 1). During the dissection, macroscopic examination revealed no 

inflammatory reaction and no sign of patch rejection. Neither migration nor degradation of ACC 

was observed at any time point. The patches appeared colonized by a biological tissue and 

strongly adhesive to bone since patch release required to dissect this tissue. 

3.2. Bone defect healing analysis 

At day 7-post surgery, µCT and MRI analyses (Fig.  2A, 2B, and 2F) revealed the formation of 

new woven bone mixed with soft tissues inside the femur shaft for all the groups (control, ACC, 

and ACC/CDA). Although it cannot be stated firmly, this new bone seems to originate from the 

walls of the cortical bone, and to grow toward the defect. Three quantification parameters were 

defined from µCT images: (i) the volume ratio between the new bone and the total bone, (ii) 

the distance (d) between the new bone front and the cortical bone surface (see Fig.  2B), and 

(iii) the cortical defect filling ratio (Fig.  2C, 2D and 2E, respectively). First, no significant 

difference of the bone volume ratio was observed between the three conditions (Fig.  2C). 

Conversely, data shown in the Fig.  2D indicated that the new bone front was closer to bone 

defect surface in the presence of a patch, and that this difference was statistically significant for 

ACC/CDA patches. Furthermore, it was revealed that cortical defect filling increased in the 

presence of a patch, ACC and ACC/CDA, and that this difference was statistically significant 

(Fig.  2E). Histological data (Fig.  2G) confirmed that new bone progressed more rapidly in the 

presence of a patch since new trabecular bone front, represented by a black dotted line, was 

closer to the bone surface (yellow dotted double arrow) in the presence of ACC (middle panel) 

and ACC/CDA (right panel) compared to control (left panel). Histological analysis also 

revealed that ACC/CDA patches were always tightly attached to the defect edges (Fig.  2G right 

panel) whereas a gap was almost always observed between the ACC patches and the bone defect 

(Fig.  2, middle panel, double black arrow) suggesting more adhesive properties provided by 

CDA coating. 
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Fig.  2 Analysis of bone defect healing at day 7-post surgery. (A) µCT scan pictures of all the 

femurs in control, ACC and ACC/CDA groups. (B) Higher magnification of µ-CT scan pictures 

of the representative samples for each group. Bone defect (BD) is delimited by a white dotted 

line, distance (d) between new bone front (NBF) and BD surface is schematized by a double 

white arrow. (C) Quantitative ratio between new bone and total bone volumes. (D, E): 

Quantification of (D) distance d, and (E) cortical defect filling. Mean ± standard deviation, *p 

< 0.05. (F) MRI images of two representative samples: control group (left image) and 

ACC/CDA group (right image); Bone cortical (a), bone marrow (b), ACC/CDA (c) and new 

woven bone and biological tissue mixture (d) are indicated. (G) Histological analysis of bone 

healing in the control (left), ACC (middle) and ACC/CDA (right) groups. Bone defect edges 

are linked by a yellow dotted double arrow, new bone growth front is visualized by a black 

dotted line and the gap between patch and bone defect is indicated by a black double arrow 

(scale bar = 700 µm). 

 

At day 14-post surgery (Fig.  3) µCT analysis of the femurs showed that woven new bone has 

almost completely colonized the cortical defect (Fig.  3A, 3B). Interestingly, some new bone 

observed at the opposite cortical at day 7 has disappeared, suggesting a progressive 

displacement of new bone toward the defect. Quantitative data revealed that, like at day 7, new 

bone volume was similar for each group (Fig.  3C) but differences in bone shape were visible. 

In half of the femurs of the control group a depression of the bone surface was visible, and the 

new cortical was concave compared to ACC and ACC/CDA groups (Fig.  3A) despite similar 

amount of cortical defect filling for the three groups (Fig.  3D). Histological analysis (Fig.  3E) 

confirmed the influence of the patches on new bone shape and revealed that the new cortical 

was completely reconstituted especially in the presence of an ACC/CDA patch whereas a slight 

concavity at the defect zone still persisted in the controls (Fig.  3E, dotted line). These data also 

showed that a gap between ACC patches and femurs was still present, but was smaller compared 

with day 7 (see Fig.  3E, middle panel, black double arrow). 
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Fig.  3 Analysis of bone healing at day 14-post surgery. (A) µCT scan pictures of all the femurs 

in the three groups: control, ACC and ACC/CDA.  The most representative sample of each 

group is framed in red. (B) Higher magnification of the µ-CT scan pictures of the representative 

samples: (1) coronal view of cortical bone formation limited with white dotted line and (2) 

coronal views showing the thickness of the new cortical (double white arrow). (C) Quantitative 

ratio between new bone and total bone volumes and (D) quantification of cortical defect filling. 

(E) Histological analysis of bone defect. Bone defect edges are linked by a yellow dotted double 

arrow, new bone growth front is visualized by a black dotted line and the gap between patch 

and bone defect is indicated by a black double arrow. (Scale bar = 700 µm). 
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At day 21-post surgery µCT and MRI analyses showed a densification of new bone in the 

cortical defect (Fig.  4A, 4B, and 4D). As observed at day 14, the new bone seemed to have 

moved toward the cortical defect because most of the woven bone has become sparse inside the 

shaft. Quantitative data indicated that the amount of new bone was similar in the three groups 

(Fig.  4A and C) but differences in bone shape were also visible (Fig.  4A and B). For all the 

defects covered with a patch the shape of the new cortical was perfectly convex like the native 

cortical. Conversely in half of the femurs of the control group a small depression of bone surface 

was still visible and the new cortical remained slightly concave (Fig.  4B1, 4B2, 4B3, see the 

white arrow). Histological results (Fig.  4E) also showed that a new cortical was formed in the 

three groups and that a little concavity was still observed in half of the control that did not 

receive any patch. 
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Fig.  4 Analysis of bone healing at day 21-post surgery. (A) µCT scan pictures of all the 

femurs in control, ACC and ACC/CDA groups.  The most representative sample in each group 

is framed in red. (B) Higher magnification of µ-CT scan pictures for the representative samples: 

(1) and (2) correspond to coronal views of the bone defect and (3) corresponds to transverse 
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views of the bone defect.  The presence of a slight depression at bone surface in the control 

group is indicated (white arrowhead). (C) Quantification of cortical defect filling. (D) MRI 

images of two representative samples: control group (top image) and ACC/CDA group (bottom 

image); Bone cortical (a), bone marrow (b), ACC/CDA (c) and new woven bone and biological 

tissue mixture (d). (E) Histological analysis of bone defect healing. Bone defect edges are 

linked by a yellow dotted double arrow, new bone growth front is visualized by a black dotted 

line. (Scale bar = 700 µm). 

 

Cortical reconstruction was further analyzed (Fig.  5) from sagittal views of the µCT scan 

images (Fig.  5B) by quantifying its external (Fig.  5C) and internal surfaces (Fig.  5D) as 

schematized in Fig.  5A. Pictures shown in Fig.  5B indicated that at day 7-post surgery, 

reconstruction of the external surfaces was significantly higher in the presence of a patch 

compared with control and that this difference was higher in the presence of ACC/CDA 

compared with ACC. At day 14-post surgery, only the new cortical formed in the presence of 

ACC/CDA patches was homogeneously distributed whereas areas of missing bone were still 

visible in the control and ACC groups (Fig.  5B2, white arrow). At day 21-post surgery, both 

patches were associated with full regeneration. Conversely, in the control, areas of missing bone 

were still observed (see white arrow in Fig.  5B3). Quantification (Fig.  5C) of these results 

confirmed that the presence of a patch significantly accelerated external cortical reconstruction 

at day 7 and day 14 with better results with ACC/CDA compared with ACC (6 % vs 4 % at day 

7 and 77 % vs. 73 % at day 14). At day 21, no statistically significant difference was observed 

between the three groups. In the same line, measurements of the internal surface of the cortex 

(Fig.  5D) indicated that at day 7 and day 14 ACC/CDA but not ACC patches significantly 

accelerate bone formation. At day 21 no significant differences were observed between the 

three groups. 
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Fig.  5 Further analysis of cortical reconstruction at day 7, 14 and 21-post surgery. (A) 

Evaluation of bone formation at the external and internal surfaces of the cortical were made as 

schematized. (B) Sagittal views of the external surface of the representative samples of each 

group at 7, 14 and 21 days. The white arrows (B1) and the red color (B1’) indicate the presence 

of new bone. (C, D) Quantification of new cortical bone formation (C) at the external surface 

and (D) at the internal surface. Mean ± standard deviation, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. 
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3.3. Examination of ACC and ACC/CDA patches over time 

Light-microscopic examination of the patches at the different time points (Fig.  6) revealed 

differences between ACC and ACC/CDA patches. At day 7-post surgery high rate of 

fibroblastic proliferation was observed in both carbon fiber cloth with a higher number of blood 

vessels in ACC/CDA (Fig.  6A and 6A’). Moreover, in one ACC/CDA patch a zone of woven 

bone was observed in the interspace between bone and patch (Fig.  6A’). At day 14-post surgery, 

in both patches the number of blood vessels increased and numerous osteoclast-like cells were 

observed (Fig.  6B and 6B’). In both patches the amount of woven bone present at the junction 

between patch and defect had increased, and this amount and its integration in the carbon tissue 

was higher in ACC/CDA compared with ACC patches (Fig.  6B’). This difference was also 

observed at day 21-post surgery since a large zone of mature bone including red bone marrow 

was present inside an ACC/CDA patch (Fig.  6C’). 

 

Fig.  6 Light-microscopic examination of ACC (A, B and C) and ACC/CDA (A’, B’ and C’) 

patches at day 7, 14 and 21-post surgery. For each patch and at each time point a representative 
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view of an area of interest is shown. The presence of large vessels or arterioles (red arrow head), 

bone marrow (red star), immature bone trabeculae (ib) and bone trabeculae (b) are reported.  

 

Discussion 

We have used a rat model to test the effectiveness of ACC and ACC/CDA materials in vivo. A 

bilateral cortical defect of 5.7 mm² was created, corresponding to approximatively 25 % of the 

femur circumference at its distal extremity. This cylindrical defect provides with a relatively 

large defect and allows to evaluate biomaterial effectiveness over a short period of 2 to 3 weeks. 

Moreover we found during the surgical procedure that one of the advantages of the ACC and 

ACC/CDA patches was the easiness of their use by simple apposition on the bone surface, with 

no need of sewing. 

We show here that apposition of a patch consisting of carbon fiber cloth at the surface of a bone 

defect accelerates cortical bone healing and that carbonated calcium-deficient apatite (CDA) 

coating of the fibers optimizes this effect. These results are consistent with our previous works 

in which we demonstrated the feasibility to perform a homogeneous and uniform coating of 

CDA at the surface of ACC material [22,23] and that this CDA coating improves ACC 

biocompatibility toward primary human osteoblasts [24]. 

Acceleration of bone defect reconstruction in the presence of the patches was assessed by 

coupling different complementary techniques of analysis that is micro CT scan, MRI and 

histology, which all confirmed the positive effect of both materials at day 7 and day 14. CDA 

coated ACC was the most efficient material, providing with the highest effect on bone cortical 

reconstruction. This efficiency was observed on all the parameters that were measured such as 

distance between new bone front and bone defect surface, cortical bone filling as well as 

reconstruction of the internal and external surfaces of the cortical. Comparatively, the positive 

effect of the uncoated ACC patches was lower but statistically significant at day 7 and 14 on 
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the reconstruction of the external surface of the cortical which was in contact with the patch. 

At day 21-post surgery, all the defects were closed in the three groups but the effect of the 

patches was still visible on cortical shape. Indeed, in the presence of ACC or ACC/CDA the 

newly formed cortical was perfectly convex, looking like its native shape, whereas a little 

concavity was still present in the controls.    

These experiments thus revealed that apposition of a patch accelerates cortical bone closure. 

Since new bone volume was similar in the three conditions, this strongly suggests that the 

presence of a patch induces a faster vectorization of new bone formation. The patches likely 

provide with an efficient support for new bone growth, guiding bone regeneration and inducing 

an optimal reconstruction of the cortical. This effect was both quantitative and qualitative. 

Effectiveness was quantitative since the distance between new bone front and bone surface was 

much smaller at day 7 in the presence of a patch. Moreover, the positive effect of the patches 

on the reconstruction of the external surface of the cortical at day 7 and 14 was demonstrated. 

It was also qualitative since bone shape was fully restored at day 21 only in the presence of a 

patch. These results are consistent with other studies which have demonstrated the beneficial 

role of different kind of membranes in guiding bone formation, providing with a support for 

precursor cell migration and proliferation [26]. In the present experiments the beneficial role of 

CDA coating on bone healing acceleration is likely due to the fact that the different compounds 

of CDA i.e. calcium, phosphate and carbonate ions, participate as precursors to bone mineral 

formation. 

Over time, we have noticed that the volume of new bone decreased. This is consistent with 

fracture repair in which the reparative phase characterized by bony callus formation is followed 

by a remodeling phase. In this later phase, woven bone is progressively replaced by lamellar 

bone and the excess callus is resorbed leading to normal bone architecture [27,28]. 
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Another beneficial effect of the patches could be their role as a physical barrier avoiding the 

bone marrow, which contains all bone cell precursors, to flow out of the defect. In this line the 

higher effect of the ACC/CDA compared with uncoated ACC patch could be related to its better 

adhesion to bone, a phenomenon that we observed at day 7 and to a lesser extent at day 14. 

Indeed at these time points a gap was almost always observed between ACC patch and bone 

but never with ACC/CDA. CDA coating thus allowed to maintain a straight contact between 

path and bone compared to uncoated ACC. The strong adhesion of ACC/CDA to bone surface 

related to the CDA coating, is consistent with data showing that hydroxyapatite coating of 

orthopedic prosthesis induces a dramatic increase of their bone anchorage [29].  

Besides a positive effect on bone reconstruction these experiments demonstrate for the first 

time in vivo the high biocompatibility of these ACC materials. We observed that the carbon 

fibers were progressively colonized by a very active fibrous tissue, many blood vessels and 

osteoclast-like cells. The ACC/CDA patches were also invaded by small trabeculae of mature 

bone including bone marrow. The presence of red bone marrow areas reveals the capacity of 

the new bone to sustain hematopoietic activity, which reflects its good quality and high 

regenerative properties, which is crucial for long term performance. Altogether these data 

demonstrate the very good osteointegration of the patches and again revealed an additional 

advantage CDA coating. 

We evidence here in a rat model of large bone cortical defect, the interest of using activated 

carbon fiber cloth to accelerate bone healing. This study confirms their high biocompatibility 

and reveals their efficacy, especially for CDA coated forms, to regenerate cortical bone defects.  
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